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Abstract: A multivalued recognition system has been formulated recently by Mandai, Murthy and Pal which is eapable of 
handling various imprecise inputs and in providing multiple choices of classes corresponding to any input. In the present work, we 
have demonstrated an application of the recognition system for detecting the ill-defined roadlike structures from an Indian 
Remote Sensing (IRS) satellite image. The concept of multiple choiees of the recognition system is found to be very effective in 
the detection procedure. The results are found to be quite satisfactory when the scenes of Calcutta and Bombay were considered 
as input. 
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1. Introduction 

Multivalued recognition systems [10] based on the concept of fuzzy sets have recently been 
formulated by Pal and Mandai [18J and Mandai, Murthy and Pal [11]. These systems are capable of 
handling various imprecise inputs and in providing multiple class choices corresponding to any input. In 
the present article, we have demonstrated the utility of the multiple choices (as provided by the 
recognition system [11 J) in detecting the ill-defined (fuzzy) roadIike structures from Indian Remote 
Sensing (IRS) satellite imagery. 

There are many approaches found in the literature which addressed the problem of detecting 
road like structures from remote sensing imagery. Fischer et al. (5] have presented a method where 
locally evaluated evidence of road presence from multiple sources is combined. Bajcy and Tavakoli [1] 
used a world model of roads for detecting road and road like features from ERST-l satellite data using 
only the green band image. Groch [6] has proposed a semi-automatic method of following line shaped 
Objects in aerial images. Mckeown and Pane [14J have addressed the problem of alignment and 
connection of linear feature fragments in aerial imagery. Bezdek et al. [2] described a parallel line 
detector (PLO) algorithm which compares the contrast of neighboring pixels and checks for uniformity 
along the tracking direction, to detect a roadlike structUre from radar images. Zhu and Yeh [28] have 
proposed a method for road network detection where low level image processing techniques are used to 
detect linear segments. In order to predict missing links between broken segments, they used the facts 
about the road network and perceptual continuity. Vasudevan et al. [21] have developed an 
intermediate processing stage that addresses tasks of partitioning and connecting road-like fragments. 
Parui et at. [19] have proposed a method to extract the linear features from IRS images based on only 
infrared band image. 

In a remotely sensed image, the regions (objects) are usually ill-defined (because of both grayness 
and spatial ambiguities). Moreover, the gray value assigned to a particular pixel of a remotely sensed 
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Imag ·s Lh average reflectance of different types of ground covers present in be corresI onding pI el 
rea (3f1.25 X 36.25 111 for the IRS imagery). Therefore, a pixel may I'cpres nt lllore than one cla-s 

with a varymg degree of belongingness. Thus, the approaches based on fuzzy set theory [3, 17,2 can 
be very effective in analyzing remote sensing images. 

Allempt [4,7,9,22,26] have been made in the literature to analyze the em lely sensed Imagery 
~ing fuzzy set theory. The existing approaches are unable to extract the majorit; of infor allan 

d rant ithin the data and the accuracy levels of image classification are quite He ufl,atisfactor i 

123]. To impr ve the analysis, it was suggested that studies are require on I esolutions of senor 
systems. p ysica principles of remote sensing and image processing algorithms [8]. 

]n e present work, the multivalued recognition system [11] has initially been applied 0 an rRS 
i age to c1a.%ify (based on the spectral knowledge of the image) its pixels into six classes corresponding 
to six land cover types, namely, pond water, turbid water, concrete struct re, habitati 11. L;getatiun ant! 
open space. The green and infrared band information are used for the c assificalion. The COl l' C 

true ure pixels of the clustered images are then processed for detecting the roadlike structures present 
'n the scene. The proposed algorithm is implemented on some IRS images where the pixel resolu ion is 
3 .25 m x 36.25 m. Some heuristic constraints for the detection of roadlike str ctures are can ic ercd 
solly because of the resolution value. For example, the maximum width of the roadlike structures IS 

restricted here to three pixels for their detection. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm, 
lw of such images are considered. These two images correspond to the scenes of two cities in India, 
narn Iy Calcutta and Bombay. The results are found to be quite satisfactory. 

]n ectiol1 2. a brief description of the multivalued recognition system [111 is provided. Section 3 
deals wilh t.he method of detecting the roadJike structures from IRS imagery. The results are 
demonstrated in Section 4. Section 5 contains the conclusions and discussion. 

2. Mnlth'alued recognition s~'. In [11J 

The multivalued recognition system developed by MandaI, Murthy and Pal is described here in brief. 
The system has the capability of handling various input patterns and it provides mulilple class choices as 
lhe output decisiou. For describing the system, let us consider an M class (C 1, C2, ... , C1, ... , eM) Clnd 
N feellure (F;, F2 , ... , F;, ... , FN ) problem. The block diagram of the recognitiot1 system is shown il 
Figure 1. I consists of two parts, namely Learning aud Fuzzy Processor. The learning sectiou basicli,lI 
decom 10ses the entire feature space into some space sub-domains aud finds a relational matrix. TIle 
Fuzzy Pwcessor uses the relational matrix in the modified compositional rule of infereuce 125] lo 
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Fig. l. Block diagram of the mullivalued recognition system [llJ. 
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decide about the class or classes in which a pattern X may belong. The operations of various blocks in 
Figure 1 are discussed below. 

2.1. Learning 

The learning section has two blocks, namely preprocessing and relational matrix estimator. The space 
sub-domains in the feature space are obtained in the preprocessing block and the block relational 
matrix estimator finds a relational matrix R. 

Initially depending on the geometric structure [12] and the relative positions of the pattern classes in 
the feature space, the training sample set of each pattern class (say, CJ is decomposed into a few 
sample groups (say, mJ That is, the training sample sets of all the M pattern classes are decomposed 
into Lt~t rnj (= M, say) groups. Accordingly, each individual featnre axis (say, F;) is divided into a 
number (say, n.) of sub-domains (referred to as feature sub-domains) to highlight the sample groups. 
Each of the feature sub-domains is extended to incorporate the portions (of the pattern classes) 
possibly uncovered by the training samples. Thus the whole feature space is decomposed into some, say 
N (= n;':J n;) overlapping space sub-domains. 

The feature sub-domains are then characterized by the piecewise linear triangular functions of the 
form T(x, a, f3i> f311' r;, Tu) in which a is the central part where the membership value is 1.0; f31 and f3u 
are the lower and upper most ambiguous (cross-over) points where the membership values are 0.5; r; 
and I;J are the lower and upper end points beyond which the membership values are zero. Such a 
piecewise linear triangnlar function is graphically shown in Figure 2. 

The relational matrix, R, denotes the compatibility of the pattern classes corresponding to the space 
sub-domains. The order of R is N X M. The matrix R is estimated from the training samples in the 
relational matrix estimator block. Let rhj denote the (h, nth element of R, i.e., the element 
corresponding to the hth space sub-domain and fth pattern class. The value of rhj is decided as 

o if the hth space sub-domain does not highlight the 
fth pattern class? 

1 if the hth space sub-domain highlights only the 
fth pattern class; (1) 

(O.8)NS"t(NGh NC7J if the hth space sub-domain highlights the 
jth pattern class along with some other classes. 

T(X; a, f3" f3.. ,Ii, ",) 

,.a - - -- -- - - - - - - -- - -- - 

0.5
 

II I.. Xf3" 
Fig. 2. Piecewise linear triangular function [11 J. 
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Here NGh is the number of training sample groups highlighted by the space sub-domain h; NC: is the 
number of training samples from the jth class (CJ in the hth space sub-domain and NSh is the total 
number of training samples in the hth space sub-domain i.e., NSh = 2'.~1 NC~'. If NGh = 0 then rh; = 0 
for all j = 1, 2, ... ,M. If NGh = 1 and hth space sub-domain highlights the class C; then rh; = 1 and 
rhk = a for k #j. Otherwise, i.e., if NGh > 1, then the space sub-domain h is overlapping according to 
the training sample groups. The factor NSh/(NGhNC;) is used as a density factor for the jth pattern 
class in the h th (overlapping) space sub-domain. 

So the block relational matrix estimator finds the relational matrix R which is utilized in the fuzzy 
classifier block to provide the final output of the recognition system. 

2.2. Fuzzy processor 

This section consists of three parts, namely feature extractor, fuzzy class~fzer and decision maker. It 
uses the relational matrix in the modified compositional rule of inference [11] to decide about the class 
or classes in which a pattern X may belong. 

The feature extractor block determines the membership values (degree of belonging) of an unknown 
pattern X (= [Fj , F2, ... , FIV]) to the space sub-domains. Initially, each individual feature information is 
considered separately to find the membership values (f) of X to the corresponding feature 
sub-domains. 

For an unknown pattern of X, a characteristic vector CY(X) is then defined as 

CY(X) = (CVj(X), cvz(X), ... , CVN(X» (2) 

where the hth element CVh(X) denotes the degree of its belonging to the hth space sub-domain. Let the 
hth (h = 1, 2, ... , N) space sub-domain be consisting of the feature sub-domains g;', g~, ... ,g~', ... ,g7v. 
Suppose fh~'(X) represents the membersllip of X to belong in the g~th feature sub-domain. Then the hth 
element of CY(X), i.e., the membership value of X corresponding to hth space sub-domain, is defined 
[11] as 

NI 2'.;"fi«X) if f,;;(X) > 0 for all i = 1,2, ... , N, 
CVh(X) = h = 1, 2, ... , N. (3)

{ o otherwise, 

So the block feature extractor determines a characteristic vector with N clements (for tV space 
sub-domains) corresponding to each input pattern X. 

A class similarity vector SeX) is then defined as 

SeX) = (Sl(X), sz(X), ... ,SM(X» (4) 

where the jth element s/X) denotes the degree of similarity of a pattern X to the jth class. The ~j(X) is 
determined as 

_ { _ Max _ H(CVh(X) + rhi} if CVh(X»O and rhi>O,
s/X)- h-1,2, .. ,N j=1,2, ... ,M, (5) 

I 0 otherwise, 

where CVh(X) is the hth element of CY(X); rhi is the (h, j)th entry of R and tV is the number of space 
sub-domains. Therefore, the block fuzzy classifier finds a class similarly vector SeX) corresponding to 
an unknown input X. 

The similarity vector SeX) is then analyzed in the decision maker block. The system provides output 
in one of the following four forms: 
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(i) Single Choice: If the entry in SeX) corresponding to only one class is positive then the said class 
is considered as the output with single choice. 

(ii) Combined Choice: If the entries in SeX) corresponding to more than one class are positive and 
if they are nearly the same (difference ";0.05) then the said classes are considered as output with 
combined choice. 

(iii) First-second Choice: If the entries in SeX) corresponding to at least two classes are positive and 
the said entries do not satisfy the criteria for combined choice then the first-second choice is considered. 
The highest two entries in SeX) are taken as the first and second choices respectively. 

(iv) Null choice: If all the entries in SeX) are zero then the system refuses to assign the unknown 
sample to any class, i.e., null choice is given. 

In order to give the final decision in linguistic form regarding the class or classes to which the 
unknown input pattern X may belong, the confidence factor (CF), as defined in [11), is calculated and 
accordingly the final output decision in linguistic form is provided. 

The effectiveness of the system had been adequately demonstrated on some artifically generated 
pattern sets and also on a speech recognition problem [11]. Its theoretical performance has also been 
derived [13]. 

In remotely sensed imaginery, the regions are usually ill-defined (becanse of both grayness and 
spatial ambignities) and a pixel may consist of more than one land cover type. Therefore, the 
aforementioned recognition system providing multivalued output decision should be very appropriate 
(as compared to the conventional crisp or hard decision) in analyziug remote sensing imagery. In the 
present work the recognition algorithm is initially used to classify an IRS image into six classes. The 
clnstered images are further processed for detecting roadlike structures present in the scene. The 
aforesaid concepts of second and combined choices, as will be shown in the next section, are very 
effective in discriminating the road like structures. In the next section, we describe the proposed 
methodology for detecting the road like structures from IRS images alongwith the description of various 
land cover types present in the scene. 

3. Roadlike structures 

3.1. Land cover types 

The IRS (Indian Remote Sensing) satellite images corresponding to scenes of Calcutta and Bombay 
are considered in the present work. These scenes primarily consists of six different land cover types, 
namely pond water, turbid water, concrete strncture, habitation, vegetation and space. The constituents 
of the six classes are furnished below: 

(i) Pond water: This class contains pond water, fisheries etc. 
(ii) Turbid water: This class contains sea water, river water etc. where the soil content is more. 

(iii) Concrete structure: This class contains buildings, railway tracks, roads, airport runways etc. The 
signature of sandbeds in remote sensing images also belong to this class. 

(iv) Habitation: This class basically consists of suburban and rural habitation, i.e., concrete 
structures but comparatively less in density than the previous class (concrete structure). 

(v) Vegetation: This class essentially represents crop and forest areas. 
(vi) Open space: This class contains basically the barren land. More specifically, a pixed with less 

greenery and less concrete structures falls into this class. 
In the remotely sensed data, the gray value that is assigned to a particular pixel is the average 

reflectance of different types of ground covers present tn the corresponding pixel area (36.25 ill X 

36.25 m for IRS imagery). If a pixel has a big building and some open space, it is more likely to fall into 
the class habitation than concrete strncture. Considering the concept of second and combined choices 
on output decisions, the information about the building can be obtained. 
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It is to be observed that the same region may fall in different classes in different seasons. As for 
example, 'a cultivated land, which is a vegetation area, after harvestation becomes open space', 'a river 
bet.! uring summer when it is dried up falls under the class open space', 'some land portions during 
nood fall u der water body'. 

Corres Oil in to any scene, there are four available IRS images, namely blue, green, red and 
Infr;'ln:J. II has beeu observed that the green and infrared hand images are more sensitive than other 
hlind images to discriminate various land cover types [20]. Thus, the data corresponding to these .wo 
band images are considered here as the features. Initially fifty pixels corresponding to each of the 
aforesaid six c asses are chosen as the training samples. These training samples provide the spectral 
knowledge about the classes and the scene to the recognition system. Therefore, the system classifies all 
tile pi 'els of he sceue into six classes. 

H is already mentioned earlier than the pixels corresponding to the sandbeds belong to the class 
cOllcrete structure. The narrow concrete structure regions adjacent to the water pixels are categorize 
as sa dbeds. The width of the sandbeds along the water bodies is, in general, not significant. The width 
o 'sue 1 sandbeds are restricted to three pixels and all such sandbed pixels are found. 

8 -directional Code: To find the rQadlike structures, the traversal algorithm used for connecting 
various roadlike segments involve 8-directional chain code [Figure 3] to keep track of the direction. The 
pixels Pi, P2 , .. . ,PH in Figure 3 are the eight direct neighbors with respect to the pixel Po so that the 
If rection of the pixel P, with respect to Po is coded as i (i = 1, 2, ... ) 8). 

3.2. Detection of roadlike structures 

To find roadlike structures, concrete structure pixels except sandbeds are considered as the patterns. 
The roadlike strucrures basically consist of the roads and the airport runways. The width of the roads as 
well as the airport runways has an upper bound which is considered here to be 108.75 m (three pixels) 
for practical reasons. So, all the pixels lying on concrete structure segments with width not more than 
rhree pixels are initially considered as candidates for the roadlike structures. As the size of a pixel is 

uite high (36.25 m for IRS imagery), all the portions of such actual road like structures may not be 
reflected as concrete structures and as a result, the candidate pixels may constitute some broken 
segments. Tn order to identify the road like segments in a better extent, a traversal through the 
can idate pixels is required. Before traversing, one also needs to Lhin the candidate roadlike patterns so 
Lhat < uniqlle traversal can be made through Lhem. The total procedure to find the road like structures 

P8 P 1 P 2 

/ 
~ / "" 

P 1 Po Ps 

1/ ~ 
/ i~ 

P6 Ps P 4 

Fig. 3. H-direclional codes. 
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Fig. 4. Illustrating the method for finding roadlike patterns starting wit.h t.he concrete struct.ure patterns. 

therefore consists of three parts: (i) selecting the candidate pixels, (ii) thinning the candidate patterns 
and (iii) traversing the thinned patterns to make some obvious connections between various roadlike 
segments. These are sequentially described below. 

(For a better understanding of the total procedure for finding the roadhke structures, we have 
included Figure 4 as an example. Figure 4(a) represents an input (concrete structure patterns) image. 
The successive results are shown in Figures 4(b)-(i).) 

A. Finding the candidate for roadlike patterns 
To find the candidate pixel set for the roadlike structures, the image is initially scanned horizontally 

from left to right starting with the first row and the concrete structure runs of maximum three pixels are 
marked as the candidate pixels. Note that this horizontal scan can identify only the vertically elongated 
patterns and some diagonally elongated patterns (Figure 4(b)]. The image is then scanned vertically 
from top to bottom starting with the first column in order to identify the horizontally elongated patterns 
along with some diagonally elongated patterns [Figure 4(c)]. The aforesaid scans may not still be able to 
identify all the diagonally elongated patterns and some junction pOlnts of the roadlike structures tFlgure 
4(c)]. For this purpose, the image is scanned in both the diagonal directions. The complete candidate 
pixel for roadlike structures is shown in Figure 4(d) corresponding to the concrete structure patterns in 
Figure 4(a). 
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B. Thil1lting 
The parallel thinning algorithm proposed by Zhang and Suen [27] is applied here for thinning the 

pat ems. In Ihis procedure, the new value given to a point at the nth iteration depends on its own value 
a' 'well as those of its eight direct neighbors [Figure 3] at the (n - 1)th iteration. The method consists of 
r moving all the conlOur points of the pattern except those points that belong to the skeleton. The 
algorithm has two subiterations as discussed below. 

In lbe fir 1 subiteration, the contour point Po [Figure 3] is deleted (i.e .. 0 is assigned) from the digital 
patlem if it satisfies the following conditions: 

(a) 2"SB(Po)"S6, 
(b) A(Po) = 1, 
(c) Pz X P4 X P6 0,0=. 

(d) Pz X P~ X PM = 0, 
whe e A(~) is the number of 01 patterns in the ordered set PI, Pz, ... , n that are the eight neighbors 
of f{) [Figure 31 and B(Po) is the number of non-zero neighbors of Po, that is, 

n the second subiteration, only condition (c) and (d) are changed as follows: 
(c') PZ xP6 x?,o,=0, 
(d') P4 X P6 X PH = 0, 

and the rest remains the same. 
nlL~ iterations continue until no more points can be removed. 
For the purpose of thinning, all the candidate pixels of the image are assigned the value 1 and the 

remaining pixels arc considered to be O. So the image matrix consists of 1 or O. Using the aforesaid 
thjnning algorithm [27], the candidate roadlike patterns are thinned. The resultant thinned patterns 
provide some broken segments [Figure 4(e)]. 

C. Traversal and joining 
The roadlike structures consist of roads and airport runways. In India, the roads (or some of its 

portions) are some times very narrow. In some places, the roads are surrounded by big trees. Because 
of SlLCh unavoidable circumstances, some pixels on the real roads may not be reflected as concrete 
s ru tures and will make the roadlike segments discontinuous. The information about many of such 
amhiguous/distorted segments can be obtained from the second and combined choices provided by the 
multivalued classifier [11] (described in Section 2). When there is a big building adjacent to a road, the 
corresponding road portion in the image will look wider with the concrete structure pixels. Therefore, 
the pixels on that road portion may not come under the candidate pixel set; thereby resulting in a 
discontinuation in the roadlike structures [Figure 4(d»). Again, some of the candidate pixels belonging 
actually to the roads/airport runways may be removed during the thinning process [Figure 4(e)]. 

To overcome these problems, a new traversal algorithm through the thinned candidate patterns is 
adopted here. During traversal, it always looks forward for the obvious joining between various 
r a like segments. One of thc inherent properties of the traversal procedure is that the tracing of 
roadlike structures proceeds more or less in the same direction. So to keep track of the direction, the 
8-directional code [Figure 3] is used during the traversal. After analyzing the potentialities of the pixels 
o he in the roadlike segments, conceptually, five different potential groups (coded by A-E) are 

assumed. These are 
A: T lC pixels present in the thinued candidate patterns, 
B: The pixels removed during thinning,
 
C The pixels already traversed,
 
D: Other concrete structure pixels decided either by the single or first or second or combined choices 

of the multivalued recognition system [11], 
E: The pixels not belonging to the aforementioned categories. 
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Obviously the pixels in group A have the highest potentiality than the pixels in other groups to be in 
the roadlike segments. 

The thinned candidate roadhke patterns provide some broken segments. The middle most pixel of 
each of such disjoint roadlike segments is chosen as the starting pixel for traversing the corresponding 
segment. The intention behind this choosing is to allow the growth of the segments in all possible 
directions. 

First of all, the longest thinned segment is chosen and the transversal begins with the starting pixel of 
that segment. To find the next pixel to be traversed, the pixels in the eight neighboring positions of the 
starting pixel are analyzed. One of the neighboring pixels with potential category A is taken for the 
traversal and the directional code of the pixel with respect to the starting pixel is noted. Other 
neighboring pixels which have potential code A are marked as reserved for the future traversal and the 
directional codes of the pixels with respect to the starting pixel are also noted. 

Now, at any point of time, there may be many possible choices for the next traversal depending on 
the potential categories of the neighboring pixels and the current traversal direction. Twelve such 
situations are considered in our experiment and are shown in Figure 5. These situations are arranged in 
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Fig. 5. Various movements considered for connecling/traversing roadlike structures. 
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an order S J t' , ( if one fails, then the next is considered for choosing the next t c}\";;-rSJl pixel. (One !nay 
alw. ys I in' of ~ome more situations but w , restricted ourselves with these twelve cases.) The curreJJ~ 

traversa dlreclions arc sh wn here by thick lines, the next traversal directio are ~ho 'n yhin lines . 
.nu Lh~ intermedi' le loveme ts are shown by dotted lines. The solid circles inside a bu,', oLLed box 
and solid lme r x rcpre~~; I h pixels in current, intermediate and final traver.:al posiriot1R resp cLively. 
NoLe lhal the; siluati ns in (5) and (8)-(12) of Figure 5 are considered for rhe po- ib!e t:xlension i.c" 
lo -in fur ard 0 join the present segment with other segmeuts) of the exis ing roadlikc S omenls, <Jnd 
hC£e situations are COil. i ered in case the pixel-count of the current traversi g se men1 ir-; at lea t fh'e. 

When [lone of Lhe aforementioned twelve cases is satisfied, a non-traversed anu C' e ved pi~ I is 
taken, .a~Jd th tra erSlng of the segment is continued assuming its directional coue as 11(; CUITL:'llt 

lravcrsing ul.rection. Wh I1 all the reserved pixels are exhausted (i.e., travC'rseJ) an none or Ihe 
con:.ide1'~ I twelve "itu tion: [Figure 5) is satisfi ,the traversing is stopped for the pres nt segment. 
The ame roc:edure b epeated for other isolated segments iu the scene, 

Use of rI1u/(iple 1'/ vices: 11 has already been mentioned earlier that one pixel in an IRS im. gn may 
cpre~en nHlrc tJ an one and cover type. As our recognition system [11] provides mU]lIpk ch ices, the 

inf rmalion a out a the c asses pres~nl a particular pixel can be obtained. In Ihl: afor' aill Irave 'sal 
a gorithm for linkin,), variOllS roauli 'e structures" the use of ll1ulliple choices is dirccLJy rca IZ d. Ul of 
l c twelve movem nls considered [Figure 5] for traversing the roadlike pat e s. t c movemenls in (5), 
(8}-(I2) arc rwerne bv 111e second and combined clwices. Note Lhal after using sec nJ and com ined 
choice,) -11 faver iog the segm Is in Figure 4(e), we have more c nJllcte information a in Figure (0. 

l' dfurcmen I ionl'd l.r;w rsal procedure results in detecting the roadJi t: paHc.ms \' ich may also 
In lude some <;purinus wingles and some isolated noisy segments. These sc,;gm nL with imignific nL 

Icnglh~ «20 J ixeb flfe discarded from the detected road-like patterns. The removal or th" stray poillt~ 

. SStcn in Figure' (,,) rnll'e:s the resultant roadlike patterns [Figu e 4(b)] hlrther prominent N l' thJ:lI 
the residual" com nt represent Ibe skeleton version of the road like patterns. To m Ie e the ask 01 

HJentLfying roadllke alterns, we now put back all the concrete: lruet rc pix b .'mg 'n Lh~ eIght 
l1~igh nring posiLions corr sponding to the pixels on the previou'ly obfmned nHrrow n aJlike patlerns. 
This resultant imag~ reprcsem he road like sL uctures corresponding to a image fame. The Ilna 
roa like structures c rrespDtlding Lo the' age in igme 4(a) IS disp ayed ill Figure .l(j). 

t i. tu b~ m~ iOIl~d ere ha the minimnm width of the ro dlike s rLJctures at car 'deteclCd hy 
lll~ propu. J IgoriLllll s decided by Ihe pixel resolution of the image. (n be present ca, C, i1 i. 36.2- m 
(I •• one pixel). The maximum width of the roadlike structures has been considered here to be three 
pl.xels i.l',. ImU5 m. 

In thiS s~cLioTl. we h"ve fuml~ ed our proposed algorithm to find roadlik; structures from S 
imag ry. [l,c effectiveness of the algorithr is demonstrated in the next section. 

4. lmplementati tl and r'C~UJ1ts 

Do (£1 sets: The ata s d f r t e present work are acqui cd from India cnwe cni,iing (l S) 
'at Jln-. The IRS Ja 1!1 -, 0 ail1ed through sa telli c I -, A which has be'o luunch from a 

d me ill Bajkanaur. i11the republ'c of Kazh" k L.n in the US'R in fI.'fare .1988. T is is a circular 
un-$ n wnous s. L. lite, r taling ar und the eartb at the rate of 14 orbits per day, at an a litudc of 

Y\I anll 3 re cllti()O c;de of 22 days [29]. This satellite is equi ped wilh two Jiff rent sensol'~: 

Ll~,·l and L S '-II. L1SS-1 has a resolution of 72.5 m X 72.5 m wile LI S-IJ ha.· a rcSolulion of 
fl.25 m X :\6.25 m. ala use in lbe present work was obtained from the LISS·ll s nsor. L1 S· r ha.. a 
ocal length 01 32.4 m wit 1 the spectral range between 0.45 p,m-0.86 Jim (mlcrom~ier). t: 

rildlOmelric res.olulion is 128. The whole spectral range has been decompo ~'d' I 4 .mds, nam~ly hlue 
(0. _ Jin -0. 2 J1.m). green (0.52 J1.m-0.59 j.Lm), red (0.62 J1.m-O.68 J1.m), an jl1frar~u (0.77 Jlm
),86 fJ.. m) 129 . . 

To verify the drectiveness of the proposed methodologies, the'e have een implem ntcd on some 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 6. IRS Calcutta (a) Band-2 (green) and (0) Band·4 (infrared) images. 

I S image frames corresponding to various scenes III India. The results were found to be quite 
satisfactory in all the cases. We have considered here two of these IRS frames for demonstrating the 
results. These two frames represent two major cities in India, namely Bombay and Calcutta. The image 
frames of Bombay and Calcutta were taken on 15th February 1992 and 7th March 1992 respectively. 
Both the image frames consist of 200 rows and 200 columns. For every scene, we have images 
corresponding to four spectral bands, namely blue, green, red and infrared. Since the green and 
infrared images were found to be more sensitive than other band images to discriminate various land 
cover types [20], these two band images have been used as the input images for the present work. The 
green and infrared images of Calcutta are shown in Figures 6(a)(b) respectively. Figures 7(a)(b) show 
the green and infrared band images of the city Bombay respectively. 

The multivalued recognition system [11], described in Section 2, has initially been implemented on 
each of the IRS image frames to classify its pixels into six classes, namely pond water, turbid water, 
concrete structure, habitation, vegetation and open space. The classified Calcutta and Bombay images 
are shown in Figures 8(a)(b) respectively. As the recognition system is muJtivalued, a pixel may be 
classified into more than one class. In these clustered images, Figures 8(a)(b), each of the pixels reflects 
only the class having maximum similarity value. This is shown for the convenience of representation. 

To visualize the concept of multivalued classification, the concrete structure pixels in single, first, 
second and combined choices are displayed in Figures 9(a)(b) corresponding to Calcutta and Bombay 
scenes respectively. It is to be mentioned here that the concrete structure pixels provide useful 
information for detecting the roadlike structures. 

The clustered images are processed further for detecting the roadlike structures present in 
corresponding scenes. The detected roadlike structures in the Calcutta and Bombay frames are shown 
in Figures lO(a)(b). In order to provide a better idea of locations (or better reference) of various 
detected objects, the water bodies are always shown in all the output image frames. The gray value used 
to indicate various objects are appended with the corresponding output image frames. We have visually 
checked the detected roadlike structures (general structures and locations) with the corresponding 
geographical maps. The results are found to reflect well the roadmaps. 
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(a) (b) 

fig. 7. IRS Bombay (a) Band-2 (green) and (b) BandA (infrared) Image;,. 
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FIg. 8. IRS (a) Calcutta and (b) Bombay classified (c1uslered) images. 
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(a) (b) 

u 
ConcreLe Structure Concrete Structure 

\NaLer Others
(sing. & 1st ch.) (comb. & 2nd ch.) 

Fig. 9. Concrele Slructures wilh tnullJplc choices )Jl IRS (a) Calcutta and (b) Bombay images. 

The major credit for the detection of the road like structures to a satisfactory level is due to the 
recognition system [111 providing multiple choices for making decision. It is to be m ntioned here that 
SOle experiments [15,16,191 have already been carried out on the Calcutta image frame. The results 
obtained by the present work are found to be significantly improved ovcr these earlier ones. The 
ciasstfkation accuracy of the recognition system are not only found to be better, but also its ability of 
providing multiple choices in making decisions is found to be very effective in detecting the roadlike 
tructures from IRS images. 

5. Cunclu 1{)llS and d s.ru sioo 

The presen work demonstrates the usefulness of multiple choices in detecting the roadlike structures 
from 1RS imagery. 11,e multivalued recognition system [11J as formulated recently by MandaI, Murthy 
and Pul has been found to be capable of handling uncertaintie. by providing multiple class choices for 
the ill-defined man-made objects in the scenes. The recognition system has been applied on ani S 
image frame to classiJy its pixels into one of the six land cover types, namely pond water, turbit water, 
concrete structure, habitation, vegetation and open space. The green and infrared band images are only 
used for the pixel classification. 

It is to be mentioned here that the characteristics of the road like structures and the proposed 
algorithm to detect them have been developed keeping in view the Indian environment and the pixel 
resolution of RS images which is 36.25 m X 36.25 m. The roadlike structures are, in general, neither on 
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J 
I 

(a) (b) 

Qil.dlike Structure ate!' Other~ 

Fig. 10. RoadJike sir 1'~lure" m IRS (a) Calculta ilnd (b) BumiJ;l_ images. 

the samt,; sCllc nor of lhe lOam' s~ ecificalions a'S in lh deve loped cOlJntri~s, For G 'ample.. the roads Jo 
not always laVt: th' SI mllcf:lnt v.,julh In OI'UU lu be rdlcLlcu in lh~ corrcsponumg s:ltdlil· 1mal.lCs. 

Agaiu. ill.Jny ro' J :>c JUent~ ~lXcially in the citl!town~hip areas) :lre om'll} 0 l'1e ~LLt1· lunueJ by big. 
~uik]mg an it i~ 4uito.: difficuh 10 delec uc r a sC'gm nl r m rem lely ~cn ..e(] imag ry. In the RS 
lma~~. Ih~ Ilfoiv "11ue, I1.H S(l' igruOl 10. parlic-ular rixe is Ih ' averag~ r;;:f1 C<1m: . of iff r l IYr~~ or 
grounJ eLl\ rs PH::'Cllt In lhl: CClrie pending :3 .25m x 36.25 III . rc::a. If J pi. [;1 co ~I:l- 0 w ler ' nJ 
'cgcHU 1 n, i I is morl: lih]y to rail lOt Lh cia s coner Ie - In.Lclur~ h n the cJ sst's ater ;lI1d 
v~gt; atinn. BecaH~c of such incon!'i~te, Ie1\. (amhigul1lcS) and the pixel rcsolUliol of 1R'" 1mage-r). we 
c:ou d nO LLW <;Omc of the usuill conslr<:tinls a lOll! the n ndli c slruclur s to detec Ih'm. Manv lim ',', 
we u~~' heLlJ istic~ r r t eit election. Allboug 1, the heuriSllc rules mo)' sometime 't.clll redl.ln ant, 
I' c, arc he pfu in obtaining t c largets to a reasona Ie extent. 
Th~ 'OIll:Cpt of mutlipk choice of lh feco llition system i found Ill,'re 10 hc vel'}' ~ ff~('lrvc, Because 

of l ~ kl\\ piXl;l r";J;olullon of the n:mokly scn~ed lm<'lgcs, nr ny porions Df he roflds were nt'lL 
d.J~~ihcll ' , c nL ~t~ ~U LlClurt:~. It! urtkr lO idelHil I them. a trow, s:;ll a g rithul through Itit dclected 
I (lad ri '..:b ha, r.1.. 'n c '~I pc where some r the llU wmcnls arc g \'emcd ly only thl,; c ,mhillGd allJ 

"Ll;TlIld chnir.e' r Ihe mulllvflile recognilj(1 <;ysle ,TIle n~~LL11S arc uml 1) ~r e wl'll ,lh b
gC'~ gr:lphlcal ITia " when Llu~ ,ccm:s f ah.::utta and Bnml1n' were cons'd.:rl.: ,IS mpul. 11 S 10 he 
rth 111101 cd hl.'(; ltl<J1 I] C fUl1y C nt .... <Jl1 alg nlhm is an uI1Sup~r\'i~d classiflcJLioll tcc]lIliquc, anJ' has 
h,:cn appJlL,:J prC\'io ~Iy to remolely sensed dilla 1'1 for scgm nling images in 'flrlO\l~ rcgior ~ nlls(;;d n 
pLxd I::I;;ts~ltication. he prnp05tJ lllethl1 ,L~ a SUpt~T\Jse une ..... hich CklSSltks the pixels 1nlO a nllm, "r 
nr ~nowl1 dassl:' ~asc on la X' e am le~, or detecling roadhke :tructures (USillg multi ¢ choice:)
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we need to have a supervised technique not only for cfficienl cia 'sificalion, but also for enabling ne to 
use multi-class choices for its linking. However, the concept of Pi st processing of the member.:! ip is 
also applicable for fuzzy c means algorithm. 

To implement the proposed algorithms on other salellite imagt'fy, like L ND·SAT, SPOT, 
Thermatic Mapper (TM) etc., the heuristic rules adopted for the IRS ima_ .Ht: to be modifieu 
according to their pixel resolutions. The present in 'esti dion l<ln find Sp lI~ral real lif uses such a:i 

township planning, estimating the damage ca.'e by th natural disa~t~..s Iikt.: tltl d~, estimating lh~ 

dcplet'ng forest area etc. 

The authors gratd lIy acknowledge the National R~mote en:ing Ag~ncy RSAL l-iyderabad, 
India for providing the RS data. 
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